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COUNTABLE INTERPOLATION SETS
AND THE GLEASON METRIC

D.  M.  OBERLIN1

Abstract. Countable interpolation sets of type 1 are charac-

terized as those countable compact sets which intersect each part at

most once. A metric condition is given which characterizes those

countable compact sets which are interpolation sets for logmodular

function algebras.

We present here two results which deal with the relationships between

the Gleason "metric" and the sets of interpolation for certain function

algebras. The first of these characterizes those countable compact subsets

of maximal ideal spaces which are interpolation sets of type 1, while the

second characterizes those countable compact sets which are sets of

interpolation for logmodular function algebras. The main tools of this

investigation are the decomposition theorem for measures orthogonal

to a function algebra, the embedding theorem of Wermer, the characteri-

zation of interpolating sequences for /T° of the unit disc, and a corollary

to a theorem of Hoffman and Wermer. Our result for logmodular algebras

extends a well-known characterization of the countable interpolation sets

for the disc algebra.

We first establish some terminology. We shall constantly cite [1], the

book of Stout, as a reference for known facts about function algebras,

and we refer the reader to this source for definitions of terms with which

he may be unfamiliar. Let A be a function algebra with maximal ideal

space J(A. Let x and y belong to Jt'A. Then ip(x, y), the Gleason "metric"

evaluated at the ordered pair (x, y), is defined to be the supremum of the

numbers \F(y)\ where F varies over all functions in the unit ball of A which

vanish at x. y(x, y)=1 if and only if x and y belong to different Gleason

parts. Now let K^ Jt'A be compact. K is an interpolation set for A if every

continuous function on K is the restriction to K of some function in A.
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When this is so there exists some constant M<oo such that, given F e

C(K) and e>0, there exists g e A which extends F and has ||g||i£

(A/+£)||F||. We describe this situation by saying that K is an interpolation

set of type M.

Now let Kç JtA be an interpolation set of type 1 and let x and y be

distinct elements of K. Then there exists, for £>0, Fe A with F(x)=0,

F(y)=l—£, l|F[|^l. Hence ip(x,y)—l and so AT intersects each Gleason

part at most once. Our first theorem states that a converse to this observa-

tion holds for countable K.

Theorem 1. Let K^JtA be a countable compact set which intersects

each Gleason part at most once. Then K is an interpolation set of type 1.

Proof. Let A be a measure on JtA which is orthogonal to A. By a

result of Glicksberg (p. 208 in [1]) it suffices to show

(1) UWk ̂  U\\jrA\K-

Let K={xt}T=1. Then to show (1) it suffices to show that

| |A({xJ)| = Pll^...,,., ^ IUII^k,-^)
(2)

= W^ur + 2  M**})i
i=n„+l

holds for every n0. Let G={xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn¡¡}.

By the decomposition theorem for orthogonal measures (p. 258 in [1]),

there exists a sequence q>n, « = 1, • • ■ , of elements in Jt'A which lie in

distinct Gleason parts such that for some representing measure ¡xn for <pn,

and some Borel £s JtA, A=2"=i ¿n+^U> where An is absolutely continu-

ous with respect to p.n and X\E is singular with respect to every represent-

ing measure for every point in Jt'A. Furthermore each 2.n and X\E is

orthogonal to A. Now since the fin are all pairwise mutually singular

(p. 165 of [1]) and are all singular with respect to X\E, we have

Ws=2ñ=i MJIs+W.Ens for any Borel S^JiA, so to show (2) it
actually suffices to show

(3) J WIG + llA» EnG ̂ J UiW^O + \W\e\0-
i=l ¿=1

Since X\E is singular with respect to every point mass on JKA, |j A||EnG=0,

so we have

(4) n\\Bnoún\\E\G-
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Now, after reordering the Xf and <p¿, there is a nonnegative integer

k^n0 such that for j^k, x¡ and 99,- are in the same part, while (oTj>k, ¡p,-

is not in a part with any of the x¿ (1 ̂ i^n0). Fix j>k. Since <p¡ is not in the

same part as any x{ (l^/^«0), p¡ is singular with respect to each of the

point masses ôx. (i^i^n0).

Since Xj is absolutely continuous with respect to ft}, ||AJG=0, so we

have

(5) |A,|„ ^ \h\jtA\Q

for j>k. If, on the other hand,y'^A:, then x¿ and <p¡ belong to different

parts for l</'^«0and iftj, so, as above, ||A,-||0=^({x,-})!. If |A,({x3})|=0

then (5) is clear. If \X-({x¡})\^0, then, since X¡ is orthogonal to A,

^({xf})F(xi)"-SjtA\il,i}FdXj for every Fin A. But ^Ua\{xs)=^Ua\g,
since Xj({xi})=0 if i^j, so — ( 1/A ,({x;-}))!,• |G is a complex representing

measure for x¡. Hence

(l/|A3.({x,.})|) ]Mm& fc >•

so PilU^o^lA^x^l-HAJo. Thus (5) is established for/£*. Adding
(4) and (5) for all j we get (3) and hence the proof of our theorem.

Our second theorem deals with countable interpolation sets for log-

modular function algebras.

Theorem 2. Let A be a logmodular function algebra and let K=

{xl5 • • •} be a countable compact subset of\JiA.

(a) If there exists <5>0 such that for every xjt) e Kwe have

00

n v>c*v *>)=ô'

then K is an interpolation set of type i|2(l —2 log ô)lôifor A.

(b) If K is an interpolation set of type M for A, then

fl   Y>(x,o,x5.)^l/M

for every xJo e K.

Proof of (a). Let A be a measure on JHA which is orthogonal to A.

Then, as before, it suffices to show

(i) \\a\k ̂  m uuä\k

where M=2(l — 2 log <5)/<55. Let X=J-iXi+X\E be a decomposition of X

as in Theorem 1 so that A, is absolutely continuous with respect to some

representing measure //¿ for the element <pt e JtA, and, if Pt is the part to
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which <pi belongs, F¿=P3 only if i=j. Then

uwk = 2 w* +1*1*« -2 (2 w{*>})i) + 2 w»<{**»i

= 22 M{*i»i = 22 MM)i. where s< = p< ° *.
i     j i   zeSi

since X\E is singular with respect to every point mass and since A{({x})=0

if x$ Pi.

Since Uljt^K^li Ui\\jeA\K, to show (1) it suffices by (2) to prove
that for every i,

(3) IWW)l = M|^jU,
xeS¿

We distinguish two cases. If Sf consists of just one point x, then either

h({x})=0 and (3) is clear, or ki({x})^0 and so (as seen in the proof of

Theorem 1) — ¿i({*})-1¿¿|.^ ^ is a complex representing measure for x

and therefore has norm _1. Since M_T, (3) follows if S{ consists of just

one point.

If S( consists of more than one point, then the part Pt is nontrivial.

We shall use Wermer's embedding theorem (p. 170 of [1]) to prove that

each finite subset £¿ of S{ is an interpolation set of type —¡Mfor A, whence

(4) 2 l*i({*})l ^ M MJuw

by Glicksberg's theorem. Since E¡ is arbitrary, (3) follows from (4).

There is a one-to-one map t of the open unit disc U onto Pt such that

f° t is an analytic on t/ if/e yi. Fix a finite set £<«{j?i, • • • ,yk}ÇkSt. Let

tüj, • • • , cok in U be such that T(a>j)=j¿. Schwarz's lemma from complex

function theory tells us that if Fe H°°(U), z, coeU, and F(co)=0, then

|F(z)| = ||F|| o \B(z, co)\ where B(z, eo)=(z-a>)/(l -wz). Hence if/e ,4 and

/(J<i)=0, then 1/^)1 = 1/0^^)1^11/110 15(^,^)1 since foTe
H~{U). Thus f{ytl,yife\B{a>u, cotl)\. Hence, for any i0 e {1, • • • , *},

¿= n »d'^án^^ n iBK0)ft>f)i.

This implies, by p. 203 of [2], that {e^, • • • , a>k} is an interpolation set

of type ;_ M for /T0 ( £/), and the proof of (a) will be finished when we show

that Ei is an interpolation set of type ^M for A. So let h e C(£<) and fix

£>0. Then h« te C({cox, • • •, wt}), so there exists an HeHœ(U) with

||Ä||^(M+e)||A|| and such that h interpolates to h ° r on {coj, • • •, coj.

Now Ä » t-1 is a bounded analytic function on P¿, so by Theorem 29 on
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p. 154 of [3] which is a corollary to a theorem of Hoffman and Wermer,

there exists a sequence {gn} in A with ||g„|| ^ ||Á"|| and gn-+h~ ° t_1 pointwise

on Pf.

Now E¡ is a finite set and so is an interpolation set of some type C< oo.

Pick gn¡¡ eA with igno(y,)-A" ° *~Hyd\<t for /=1, • • • , k. Then there

exists a function g g A with g(y i)=h~ ° T-i(jt)— g (y¿) for /= 1, • • • , k and

\\g\\^(C+s)e. Thengn¡¡+gis a function in A which interpolates to A on £¿

and has

IIg». + gll Û llgnjl + llgll ̂ 11*11 + (C + e)e <(M + e)\\h\\ + (C + e)s.

Since £ was arbitrary, £t is an interpolation set of type M and we are done

with the proof of (a).

Proof of (b). To show (b) it suffices to show that for x¡, • • •, xs in

the same part as x¡ , Yl?=i v(*j0> xi1) = llM. Let P be the part to which

xjt, • • ■ , xjn belong and let t: U--P be an embedding map as before.

Let co0, ■ ■ ■ , con be the elements of U such that r(«t><)«Xj. Since {xJo, • • • ,

x¡ } is an interpolation set of type M for A, {io0, ■ ■ ■ , co,t} is an interpola-

tion set of type M for HX(U) because/o T g H°° if/g A. Thus, by the

remarks on p. 196 of [2],

n 0)„   —   CD;

1   -   ft>t.ft)0

>1~ M

and it is only necessary to show that y)(xj(¡, x^^KíOí—co0)/(1— cü0o)¿)|.

But the function F defined by F(z)=(z—a>0)/(l — w0z) is in the unit ball of

//°°(tl/), so, by Theorem 29 on p. 154 of [3] again, there exists a sequence

{gn} in the unit ball of A with

8n(xi) -* F ° T-W) = 0»       SÀxi) -* F ° 7-_1(^,.) = - '    - ° •
0 ' 1 — W0W,

Hence it is clear that y>(xJo, x¡)^\(tOi—co0)l(l—co0cOi)\ as desired.

Remarks. (1) The example of the unit circle, which meets each Gleason

part for the disk algebra at most once but is not a set of interpolation,

shows that some hypothesis such as countability is needed in Thoerem 1.

(2) For certain logmodular algebras, there are no countable compact sets

of interpolation in the maximal ideal space. Thus, it has been proved by

A. Dufresnoy, Sur les compacts d'interpolation du spectre de Hœ(D),

Studia Math. 43 (1972), 235-244, that the finite sets are the only compact

metrizable sets of interpolation in the spectrum of Hn, and that the same

is true for any uniform algebra, with Silov boundary an F-space, having

the unique representing measures property.
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